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The selection of materials for marking
within car parking areas is extremely
important, as ongoing and repetitive
repainting or remarking, disrupts the driver
and often affects revenue. To this end, it is
imperative that the correct materials are
selected to avoid any disruption.

Geveko Markings have the answer
 . . . . .and it’s a simple one at that!

Many years of product development have
resulted in a wide range of compatible
materials for all marking projects, including
roller applied and spray paints, precision 
cut signs, symbols and lettering plus a 
range of traffic calming solutions, that are 
easily applied, extremely durable and highly
visible. Each product within the range offers
the ability to add, change or mask any
existing markings, allowing the contractor
to redesign or alter any current parking
protocol.

A range of materials to  
meet any car park marking requirements

Inexperienced applicators have the
opportunity to undertake on-site training
and guidance from the manufacturer, a
service that is offered freely.

Contact us today to discuss your project.
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Parking Solutions

Product selection  
Large area colour  PlastiRoute™ Rollplast - mainly pedestrian and slow moving traffic applications  
 PlastiRoute™ Rollgrip - Traffic areas, including ramps and steep walkways.

Lines and demarcation Achieved using preformed thermoplastic rolls over PlastiRoute Rollplast or PlastiRoute Rollgrip  
 or it can be applied directly to asphalt or concrete/stone surfaces via PREMARK™ or Viaxi™ primer.

 Alternatively, spray applied single pack road marking paints, solvent or acrylic based, can be used  
 depending on traffic density.

Signs/symbols/arrows/text  PREMARK thermoplastic over PlastiRoute Rollplast or PlastiRoute Rollgrip or applied directly to  
 asphalt or concrete/stone surfaces via PREMARK or Viaxi primer.
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